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Q: How to burn images to Nand in SBC6410 (Android2.3.4)? 

A: 

1 Make starting SD card 

Note 

1. Make the boot from SD-card; please choose standard SD-card with the capacity is 2G 

bytes. We advise user to choose 1/2G Kingston or Sandisk good quality card. 

 

2. Please plug card reader in the USB interface when you write SD boot.bin to SD card. 

You had better not use the built-in card reader of notebook computer. Sometimes, the 

built-in SD card reader of notebook computer can not write normally, or it can't start 

normally even if it is written success. 

              

The software which was named “moviNAND_Fusing_Tool.exe” in CD:  

SBC6410\tools\ can make boot from SD card quickly and it is used for burning image to 

Nand Flash of SBC6410 development board. 

Please make it refer to the follow steps: 

Step 1: Plug SD card in USB card reader, and format SD card as FAT32 in windows 

XP. 
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Step 2: Open moviNAND_Fusing_Tool.exe in windows XP. 
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Step 3: Write Sdboot.bin to the SD card. 

At the place of “SD/MMC Driver”, please select the SD card’s mapped disc path under 

windows XP. 

Click the “Browse” button to add Sdboot.bin in the Image file. 

Click “START”. 
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If it is ok, will pop up "Fusing image done", and click “OK” to complete the operation. 

 

Note: After successful programming, you will not see the data what you have written and 

the capacity of SD card will not change. 

 

2 Installing the USB download driver 

Explain: The USB download drivers locate in CD: \ SBC6410\Tools\ 

Connect the development board and PC through USB and serial port, the installation 

process is shown below: 
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3 Burn uboot 

Step 1: Set boot from SD. 

Switch SW2 is for selecting the boot modes. SD-card boot corresponds to (SW2 [4:1]) 

1111. Switch SW2 [4:1] is 1100; this sets the Boot mode to Nand boot mode. 

The boot modes setting in the following picture is from SD boot mode and Nand boot 

mode. 
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Step 2: Burn uboot.bin. 

Download and burn u-boot.bin by DNW. Turn the SW2 [4:1] to 1111 and turn on the 

development board. Pressing space key to enter command line, it will appear following 

message then do as following command. 

The command and the example pictures as follows: 

# nand erase 

# dnw c0008000 

# nand write.jffs2 c0008000 0 40000 
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After above operation, we can boot from Nand flash. The method: 

Power off the development board and set boot from Nand flash (SW2 [4:1] = 1100). 
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Then restart the development board and press the space key to enter the uboot command 

line. 

 

Note: 

No matter which image you want to burn, you also need to burn the other images (uboot, 

kernel, file system) at the same time. 

There is another method to burn the image which you want. Before you download the 

image you must format the corresponding area. 

 

For example, we burn the u-boot-nand.bin replace the uboot image in the board: 

#nand erase 0 40000 

#dnw c0008000 

#nand write.jffs2 c0008000 0 40000 

4 burn zImage 

Download and burn zImage by DNW, the command as follows: 

# dnw c0008000 

# nand write.jffs2 c0008000 100000 500000 
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5 burn android 

Download and burn ut6410_root.img, the command as follows: 

# dnw c0008000 

# nand write.yaffs c0008000 700000 xxxxxx 

 

Note: The part of xxxxxx should input the actual size of the file download by DNW. 

 

 

Now, restart the development board and enter the android system. 
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